
1981 George Derrick Memorial Trial - The Official Story

After competing in the CCRMIT Riverland and Readyplan Rallies in 1977 and 1978 
run by the group including Noel and Ian Richards, Garry Spence, Rex Leitch, Noel 
Kelly in the Mallee, and enjoying them very much, I thought I would like a go at that, 
and so picked the wettest year for thirty years to organise an event in the Mallee.

Geoff Portman and I took our young adoring wives for a dual car survey trip over 
Easter before the event ran in August.  I got bogged a lot because the tyre pressures 
were too high.  A lesson well learnt.  Given that we shared the roadwork, there were 
parts of the route that I never saw.  I have never repeated that.  The route is always 
all mine now!  

The plan was to start in Horsham at midnight and head north to Ouyen for breakfast 
then out through the Sunset country to Murrayville for end of day dinner break, then 
down through the Little Desert to a dawn finish at Horsham.

The night division south from Murrayville proved over challenging on the course 
check.  I can remember wandering ever so slightly off the worn vehicle track and 
disappearing into slop somewhere near Edenhope.  So it was replaced by a loop to 
the northwest back into the Sunset Country.

43 crews started the event.

After the midnight start at the Caltex on the Melbourne side of Horsham, a 30 km 
transport followed to Wail.  The first 35 km section ran in a sandy forest west of Wail 
Nursery.  Chris Wall/Barry Collins, car 1 on the road took 15 minutes too long.  It was 
20 minutes before the next car, Bill Bennett/Stu Lister appeared on 36 lost, followed 
by David Jones/Noel Richards 45 and Mick Ellis/Jim Maude 49.  Bill Johnston/Chris 
Maniatakis maxed out at 85.  Everyone got bogged in sand, necessitating much 
mutual assistance and trade in Tirfors.  Hurrey/Newby benefited from carrying two 
winches.  A local farmer had a ball rushing from bogged crew to bogged crew giving 
them sand extraction lessons.  Only 9 crews got out inside late time.  
Hall/Attwood/Lott from SA, Peter and Ian Ellis, Horley/Byrne, Coleman/Pendergast, 
Seebohm/Carrison/Petersen, Attiwill/Scott/Saunders unfortunately, or fortunately, 
retired at this early stage.

The next competitive along the Wimmera River up to Jeparit was too wet and 
cancelled.  After a quick refuel break at Jeparit, where the proprietor was keen to get 
back to his bed, it was off on a 58 km section from Chris Jones around the eastern 
side of Lake Hindmarsh then weave in and out Outlet Creek up to the edge of Lake 
Albacutya into Barrie Hosie’s control.  
Graham Wallis reckons Outlet creek was not wet, but it must have been at some 
time, as records show that water did flow into Albacutya in 1981.  Peter deVaus and 
Graham Wallis, Pug 404 were quickest though on 13, from Ellis/Maude 15, Peter 
Hurrey/Keith Newby, back at car 40 16 and Johnston/Maniatakis making a great 
recovery from the Wail debacle 17.  Only seven cars exhibited the requisite 
concentration to get the passage womaned by Nerida Williams at Ross Lake.  Keith 
Newby is still haunted by the sight of Nerida in lime green dress in the middle of night 
in the middle of no-where.  A disturbing and distracting reward for him.

A relievedly easy 63 km touring section across the southern edge of the Wyperfield 
National Park to Burroin saw few points losses.  In an idea borrowed from the 
Tasmanians at the time, time was allowed in control to partake of a coffee break, 



provided by Perry Kilsby.  The fancied crews of Harrowfield/Boyd, Chris and Simon 
Brown and David Hodge/Tom Seymour retired here with mechanical problems.

The sand hills of Dattuck were to follow before the now overgrown access track along 
the railway line up to the Yarto control of Wayne Roffey.  23 km in 18 minutes saw 
Jones/Richards and Dave Cochran/Nick Wright at car 43 in a Pug 403 were best on 
10, then Hurrey/Newby 11, Ellis/Maude 12 and Dinta Officer/Steve Ellis 16.  Of the 
front runners, Wall/Collins and Bennett/Lister were set back here by 40 minutes or so 
stuck in sand.  DeVaus/Wallis’ clutch gave up after this one at the start of the next 
section at John Ellis’ control.

It must have started to rain about now on top of a generally saturated countryside.

A 41 km maintained average speed section around Patchewollock up to Dering 
resulted in very few points losses.

A route chart through the Emu Plains property dropped crews off on Desert Rd in the 
Bronzewing scrub.  Ellis/Maude were quickest on 7, followed by the recovering 
Bennett/Lister 9, Barry Farnell/Phil Gallagher 11, and Jones/Richards 14.  Janiene 
Kilfoyle/Warwick Smith spent 92 minutes in there.  Steve Ashton/Ro Nixon were the 
only crews to lose time on the short 25 km maintained average speed section into 
Ouyen.

It was by now very wet as crews struggled into Ouyen for a well earnt breakfast 
break.  Rob Knight/Phil Wylie gave it away here with various problems.

Division leaders were:

Ellis/Maude 83
Bennett/Lister 116
Grealy/Best 134
Jones/Richards 141
Officer/Ellis 152, and leading Grade 2
Wall/Collins 154

A “fun” 4.2km route chart blat around the Ouyen Tip reserve from Noel Kelly to the 
late Brian Robson, after whom the Robson Cup takes it name, proved a muddy 
challenge.  Jones/Richards, Officer/Ellis and Hurrey/Newby were fastest on 2, then a 
brace on 3.  Peter Gale/Ron Harper, Stan Newman/Rick Clough/Robin Byrne, John 
Love/Max Nathan and Rob Hodgson/Pete Mignot spent at least an hour negotiating 
the 4.2 km.  Not an auspicious start to a fresh Division.  Love/Nathan knew it was not 
going to get better and graciously retired.  Maybe not graciously, as being a big 
booming copper from Hamilton, grace was something that Max never did.

Then a short transport to another similar but longer at 12 km, route chart through the 
cypress pine forest reserve of Timberoo.  Lisa Portman was doing duty at the section 
start.  Bennett/Lister flew on 9, to Jones/Richards 10, Wall/Collins, Ellis/Maude, 
Grealy/Best and Officer/Ellis 11.  Trevor and Ian Boyd, Dave McKenzie/John Birrell in 
the Honda Civic, Rod Martin/Megan Martin/Geoff Byron and Wes Nalder/Bill Davis 
spent more than an hour held up here.  The local forester sent me photos showing 
some huge ruts as a result.  I must have talked my way out of a joint inspection and 
restoration work.  Stuart has kindly commented that he reckoned the ruts were there 
when they got there as second car on the road.



A 35 km maintained average speed touring section across to Baring presented few 
problems.  A 34 km competitive then traversed Pine Plains, a large grazing lease 
held by the Sullivan family that has since become part of Wyperfield National Park, 
before winding along a narrow border track lined with mallee scrub out to the north 
eastern edge of the Big Desert.  Officer/Ellis and Kruger/Garden were fastest on 12, 
to Bennett/Lister and car 57 Roger Young/Ewen McLarty 13.  The Boyds and Ian 
Long/Laurie Jeremiah/Peter McEwan had a few problems, but most got through 
unscathed.

Two sections north of Walpeup were deleted due to the wet, so competitors 
transported back through Ouyen up to the Hattah lunchbreak, before heading west 
into the Sunset Country.  The Boyds cleverly turned left at Walpeup and avoided the 
afternoon fun through the Sunset.

From Nowingi crews followed the old railway line out to the Raak Plain gypsum 
mines, then zig-zagged to enter Rocket Lake from the north.  John Armitage and 
Barrie Edmonds greeted crews after 55 km.  Graham Trounce/Max Sharrock flew to 
lose only 2, from Officer/Ellis 7, Jones/Richards 9, and Bennett/Lister 11.  
McKenzie/Birrell, Gale/Harper, Ashton/Nixon and Ivan Mock/Sel Ellis were delayed 
getting to Rocket Lake.  

A giant 109 km followed as a giant slalom south through the Sunset Country.  The 
sand ridges were the only respite from a huge inland sea, where the canals between 
the mallee scrub had to be the road. Only 17 crews tackled this one.  Best loss was 
Jones/Richards on 41 minutes lost, after successfully arguing that an information 
board must have fallen over, to Ellis/Maude 42, Trounce/Sharrock 53, 
Farnell/Gallagher and a saturated Bennet/Lister (with broken windscreen) 61.  A 
missed information ruined a charging afternoon from Officer/Ellis.  Hurrey/Newby 
also missed an info, distracted by their broken down passengers, Wall/Collins, who 
had hitched a ride with them out of the desert.  Ashton/Nixon and Martin/Martin/Byron 
took a while but completed the section in its entirety.

Cochrane/Wright got through without getting stuck, for the motor to give up the ghost, 
early in the long stage.

A Boinka Lakes section was deleted, presumably because it was and truly a lake, so 
all that remained was a 41 km touring section from Pallarang to Division end at 
Murrayville.  Unfortunately the final control, within view of the pub had to be entered 
via a myriad of tracks through the small local timber reserve.  Kilfoyle/Smith found it 
easiest on 4, from Officer/Ellis 5, Grealy/Best 7, and the refreshed Boyds 11.

Division leaders were:

Ellis/Maude 100
Jones/Richards 119
Bennett/Lister 121
Trounce/Sharrock 126
Grealy/Best 131
Officer/Ellis 142

The third Division was to feature a 175 km section from west to east across the 
Sunset, and back out some of the tracks enjoyed in the afternoon.  But given that 
crews unanimously agreed not to venture back out into the night, final scores were:

Ellis/Maude 183



Bennett/Lister 237
Jones/Richards 260
Grealy/Best 265
Officer/Ellis 294 and First Grade 2
Hurrey/Newby 304 and First Clubman

The Teams Award was won by the Bendigo team of: Ellis/Maude, Farnell/Gallagher, 
Martin/Martin/Byron.  Johnston/Maniatakis bravely won the Run On Road Tyres Only 
Award.

Directors Awards went to Peter Dutton/Ronn Jay, presumable for finishing in the 
diminutive front wheel drive Citroen, and to Barry Williams/Barry McCabe, who finally 
made it out of the desert the next morning on a tow rope behind Geoff Portman.  The 
event went so far because if Geoff got through as zero in a Datsun 1600, we could 
see no reason why anyone else would not.  Ken Cusack, Noel Kelly and Shane 
Blandford did most of the set up while Dick Gill did most of the sweep.

For many getting home was as adventurous as the event.  After the service crew 
found them with expired clutch somewhere near Rocket Lake along with the 
Cochrane/Wright Pug, Richard Davies recalls the Peugeot team’s efforts: “Thick frost 
on ground at about midnight. Ate sandwiches around fire. Tasted foul. Had been 
carrying an oil drum filled with petrol for Graham Wallis, but it had leaked and 
splashed onto the food. Lucky we didn't toast the sandwiches. We towed the car out. 
At one point, an overtired Richard Williamson driving the towed car tried to overtake 
the Toyota, forgetting he was on a tow-rope. Arrived Ouyen motel about 3 am. 15 or 
more of us fitted into motel room including on floor to try and sleep. Graham's leaky 
fuel had also gone over our sleeping bags too, so the room stank of fuel and nearly 
gassed us all. Not a good sleep.” That confirmed my view that Peugeot people have 
always managed to rally on the smell of an oily rag.  Nod came up with the idea of 
hosing mud out of the defunct clutches, which enabled a couple of them to drive 
home.


